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APPROVED AGENCY RESPONSES

Nuclear Power Plant

Issue Source Ouestion Answer
Aircraft Impact 9/21/01 press 0: What would happen Ifa large A:. Nuclear power plants have Inherent capability to protect public health
- General release commercial artner was Intentionally and safetythrough such features as robust containment buIldinigs,

crashed info a nuclear power plant? redundant safety systems, and highly traIned operators. They are among
the most hardened structures In the country and are designed to
withstand extreme events, such as hurricanes, tornadoes and
earthquakes, In addition, all NRC licenses with significant radiological
material have emergency response plans to enable the mitigation of
Impacts on the public In the event of a release. However, the NRC did
not specificaty contemplate anacks by aircraft such as Boeing 757s or
767s. Nuclear power plants were not designed to withstand such

____ ___ ___ __ ___ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ crashes.
Aircraft Impact Meserve The design basis of nuclear power plants considered the probability of
- General testimony, accidental aircraft crashes that may pose undue risk to public health and

4111/02 safety. but only a few plants were specifically designed to withstand
accidental Impact of aircraft. No existing nuclear facilities were
specifically designed to withstand the deliberate high-velocity direct
Impact of a large commercial airner, such as a Boeing 757 or 767. Prior
to September 11, such a scenario was not considered to be a credible
threat.
Nonetheless. It should be recognized that nuclear power plants are
massive structures with thick exterior walls and Interior baniers of
reinforced concrete. The plants are designed to withstand tornadoes
(and missiles generated bytomadoes), hurricanes, fires, floods, and
earthquakes. As a result, the structures Inherently afford a measure of
protection against deliberate aircraft Impacts. In addition, the
defense-in-depth philosophy used In nudear facility design means that
plants have redundant and separated systems In order to ensure safety.
That Is, active components, such as pumps. have backups as pan of the
basic design philosophy. This provides a capability to respond to events

___ ___ ___ __ ___ ___ ___ __ __ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ __ of an t oes . includino airc raft attack.


